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Choose the correct vocabulary word in each sentence.
1.Could you give me the (recipe/receipt) for your oatmeal cookies?
2.You canʼt return it without the (recipe/receipt).
3.They (inspired/inspected) his passport when he entered the country.
4.My professor (inspired/inspected) me to major in law.
5.The (audience/spectators) applauded enthusiastically when the play ended.
6.The street was filled with (audience/spectators) after the fire truck arrived.
7.I told my boss I needed a big (raise/rise).
8.Real estate values are on the (raise/rise).
9.My calculus course (requests/requires) a lot of homework.
10.She sent you a copy of the letter at my (request/require).
11.Is this rental car company (reputable/repulsive).
12.There was a (reputable/repulsive) white caterpillar on my tomato plant.
13.The sound of his voice (straightened/startled) her.
14.Mother (straightened/startled) the pictures on the wall.
15.Tourists frequently get lost and (stray/abandon) into dangerous areas.
16.The mother dog (strayed/abandoned) her pups.
17.The car (accelerated/altered) into the dark tunnel.
18.The government (accelerated/altered) the requirements for citizenship.

Use one of the words below to fill in the blanks in these sentences.
1.The men struggled to fill sandbags as the water continued to ___________.
2.The lady ______________ a copy of her birth certificate.
3.The smell of rotting fish is ___________________ to most people.
4.I was _______________ when my husband arrived home in the middle of the day.
5.A ______________ cat crawled under our house to have a litter of kittens.
6.Speaking English is not ________________ for this job.
7.He _________________ his back and got on with the task.
8.Someone in the _____________ began to giggle and caused all of us to laugh.
9.The nurse _______________ confidence with her cool competence.
10.Be sure you choose a ________________ electrician to work on your air conditioner.
11.We _________________ the truck so that it could carry passengers instead of cargo.

Match the definition with the word:

repulse change

alter motivate, stimulate, influence

inspect honorable reputation

require repel, drive back, reject

inspire leave behind

reputable need

stray view closely

abandon wander



Idioms:
1.John raised some eyebrows when he walked into the party with a woman half his age.
2.The principle knew the parents would raise Cain if the children were given too much homework.
3.Donʼt raise your voice to me, young man!
4.The reform school straightened out the boys who were headed for a life of crime.
5.If you want to be allowed to go on the field trip, you had better straighten up and fly right.
6.My boss left me to straighten out the mess caused by the fired employees.
7.The younger employees are abandoning ship as they see the company will go bankrupt.
8.It took a long time, but I finally got a rise out of him.
9.Itʼs time to rise and shine!
10.He rose from the ranks to become company president.

Discussion:
1.Do you have reform schools in your country for juvenile delinquents?
2.What do you do with young people who are to young to go to jail when they commit crimes?
3.Who is most responsible when youths get in trouble: parents, society, the individual youth?
4.How do you raise responsible youth?
5.Describe a teacher who inspired you.
6.Have you ever been inspired by a movie?
7.Do you find music inspiring?
8.Do you think itʼs OK for older men to date younger women or vice versa?
9.When is it OK to abandon a commitment?
10.What kind of behavior “raises eyebrows” in your country?
11.Some people alter their appearance with face lifts and other surgery. Would you ever do that?
12.Are face lifts and other surgery to alter appearance common in your country?
13.What food do you find repulsive?
14.When you were young, did you ever find a stray animal you wanted to keep?
15.Are stray dogs or cats a problem in your country?
16.What happens to stray dogs in your country?


